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Shared “taxis”
simultaneous ride-sharing



TaxiBus
optimised on-demand bus



high-capacity public transport



number of cars 

required to provide the 

same trips as before:

24hrs.
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number of cars 

required to provide the 

same trips as before: 3%
24hrs.
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vehicle occupancy

Private cars Shared taxis

1.2 2.0-2.6



TaxiBus

+568%



XX



eliminate
all street parking



+20%
kerb-to-kerb street space
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-80%
off-street parking



-23% to -37% 
vehicle kilometres

24 hr. Peak hr.



-34% 
CO2 emissions



intense

use

shorter

life cycle

rapid fleet

renewal

new

technologies

less CO2

emissions

Shared mobility accelerates clean tech penetration
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30mn access to jobs Lisbon



Metro

% of all jobs accessible 

in 30 minutes

0-25%

25-50%

50-75%

75-100%

30mn access to jobs
Bus, tram, Metro

Lisbon
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Shared “taxis”

-76% price

TaxiBus

-57% price, -72% cost





Policy insights:

Few cities are anticipating transport 

disruption



Policy insights:

strong but more flexible regulatory 

frameworks are required



Policy insights:

Public transport, taxis and 

governance must adapt 



Policy insights:

Overall benefits linked to system and 

market design



Policy insights:

Freed space must be managed to 

lock-in benefits
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